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Materials:
The base, reservoir, and all other metal areas of the Catch Partner will be made with steel. Steel is stronger and cheaper than aluminum. The downside will be
weight. The amount of steel used will make the product heavier than nets currently on the marker.
The netting will be 100% high tenacity solution dyed nylon. The nets are UV resistant and water repellent. These nets will be strong enough to take a beating
from the football being thrown into it, and durable enough to withstand all the elements, allowing storing it outside to be a perfect option.
The tires of the ball return machine will be made of rubber.
The target will be made of weather resistant plastic.

Problem Statement

Equipment:
All raw materials and components will be obtained from outside suppliers.

When improving a skill, the process should be as efficient as possible. Football leagues across the world
have the issue when throwing without a partner, quarterbacks must use a net to catch the ball. This
demands a process of throw the ball, retrieve the ball, walk back away from the net, and repeat. The time
wasted in this process greatly reduces the number of throws made. Players also currently have no means
of practicing catching the football without the help of another person. A football net with a passing
machine would solve the issue of time and energy being wasted when using a traditional football net or
ball return machine.
A new football net can be developed with a passing machine attached. The ball would be thrown into the
net, fall into a loading reservoir, and be delivered back to the player. This would remove the need to
retrieve the ball and increase the number of repetitions therefore making the improvement of this skill
more efficient. Performance of players is improved in a shorter amount of time because of increased
practice repetitions.
The result would be increasing the efficiency of practice for players, benefiting all football leagues.
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Manufacturing Processes:
Steel tube will be bent and welded together to form the frame. Wheels will be welded and fastened to the frame. Sheet metal will be stamped to form the
funnel-type base and reservoir. A hole will be cut out in front of the ball return machine placement for the ball to pass through. The sheet metal will be welded
together and to the frame. A steel, adjustable mounting will be fastened to the base. The ball return machine will be fastened to the mounting. Adjustment knobs
will be fastened to the front of the base. The whisker gateway will be fastened to the base. The pushing device will be fastened to the base. The battery will be
fasted into a battery housing compartment. A power switch will be fastened to the outside of the housing. Electrical components will be wired together. The
target will be sewn onto the netting. The netting will be wrapped around, tied, and adhered to the frame.

Conclusion
Football players need a product that will help them improve their skills when they are practicing alone. Throwing into traditional nets is inefficient and typical
ball return machines are worthless without an operator. The Catch Partner solves these problems. This product will make practice sessions more productive and
improve players' skills quicker and to greater capacity.

